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Imagine you are a president of one of the Commonwealth’s 31 small states and
you have been invited to give a speech on climate change to other
Commonwealth leaders,what will you say?

Good morning to the delegates,
On this wonderful day, I would like to share my thoughts
regarding an issue that is hot currently. Can anyone guess? Yes, it is climate change, one of
the major issues yet a hard problem to solve. I hope my suggestion that I would be giving out
can help to solve this matter a little bit.
First and foremost, I would like to emphasize on the cause of climate change. I am
certainly sure that everyone present here has heard of deforestation before, but I am not sure
that everyone present here knows the consequences of these actions. On the other hand, I
am confident that little actions taken by everyone present today can definitely make a small
change and tread to success. So, why is this deforestation related to climate change?
According to the experts, deforestation is accountable for the increase of carbon dioxide gas
released to the atmosphere. Carbon dioxide is an important component of the atmosphere
despite it being a minor component. Scientists claim that deforestation has increased
atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration by more than a third since the Industrial Revolution
began. Thus, they conclude that this is the most important long-lived "force" behind climate
change. Hence, how do we solve this problem? As for me, reforestation is the perfect cure for
this problem .For example, we can compensate for the loss of trees by replanting them to
minimize the damage caused. To explain, millions of trees have been chopped off for
economic purposes but the number of trees that have been replanted is relatively small
compared to it. This will definitely go a long way to reduce climate change.
Secondly, it is proven that the number of vehicles is increasing day by day. In spite of the
fact that some of you here might ask me “what has this got to do with climate change?” I will
stand my ground that it is certainly related. This is because the increase of motor vehicles is
associated with the increase in air pollution. Recent studies have shown that one of the causes
responsible for climate change is air pollution. To explain, air pollution means adding of any
source of pollutants to the air which in this case will be carbon monoxide or carbon dioxide.
For example, carbon monoxide gas that is emitted by the vehicles do not have any direct effect
on climate change. However, its presence affects the abundance of greenhouse gasses such
as methane and carbon dioxide. Thus, I believe that there is a necessity to reduce the use of
vehicles because the fact that it causes climate change indirectly does not change. Therefore,
I suggest improving the public transport system in every country is crucial. .As a way to
encourage the citizens, the government can provide subsidies to local transportation
corporations so that the fare offered can be cheaper .To elaborate, the citizens who were
practising 1 vehicle each can be lessened because they will eventually realise that using public
transportation is way cheaper. As an example, working classes experience traffic jams
everyday due to increasing number of vehicles, but if majority of them uses public
transportation, the number of vehicles on the road will be reduced. This also means that the
rate of air pollution can be decreased. Thus, it is an effective method for a country to take a
step towards a pollution free environment.
Moving on, nowadays technology has gone far beyond our imagination. Apparently, there
are many corporations that have invented products that are environmentally friendly. To

explain, normal air conditioners release Chlorofluorocarbon(CFC) in huge quantities, but it is
no longer the truth now. Now, there is an alternative solution which is an environmental friendly
air conditioner that is equipped with ECO technology. So, how is this helping to slow down
climate change? Well, there is certainly a connection if we relate this matter with greenhouse
effect. To elaborate, CFC is known as one of the greenhouse gasses that result in greenhouse
effect. These greenhouse gasses have been a major cause of concern to environmentalists
who are trying to find a way reduce it. Suddenly, a thought came into to my mind, ”what if we
try giving discounts on the environmental tax for those citizens with electrical appliances that
are eco-friendly?”. I was very eager to share this idea with everyone present today. Although
I do know there may be other methods, I personally think that this is the most rational and
practical solution. To strengthen my point, citizens will try to change most of their household
appliances to eco-friendly appliances. For example, they will rather buy eco-friendly
appliances that will help them save more money when viewed on a long term scale rather than
paying huge amounts of tax annually. Some even consider paying tax as a waste of money.
To prove, there are innumerable cases that companies had tried to evade tax and eventually
got punished by the law. Through this, it is proven that people are trying to reduce the output
of money to pay tax. Thus, it can be said without contradiction that adjusting the environmental
tax is a practical and rational method.
Last but not least, I would like to share the possible consequences if this matter is not
attended to immediately. I’m sure that everyone present here knows the existence of penguins
and polar bears. These adorable animals will be affected indirectly if we humans continue
being irresponsible. This is because penguins and polar bear live in cold temperatures, but
climate change has caused the weather to become more extreme and even causing melting
of ice in their habitat. Like I mentioned before, there are many citizens out there that are not
aware of this situation now. However, we should not tolerate this anymore because every
second and minute counts. For them, this continuous climate change could lead them to
extinction. Thus, we should at least prevent that from happening as they are also fellow
species of these marvellous communities but the question will be “how?”
As for me, I think that we should educate people before it is too late. What I mean by “educate”
is we can either include this topic into the education system or organise a campaign. For
example, campaigns can help people to change their mind set little by little. As a famous
saying that goes ”it's never too late to mend”. Someone with a strong willpower will succeed
in changing his habit regardless how hard it is. All they need is a little aid by the government
or even non-governmental organizations. This is where the campaign that I mentioned comes
in. Campaigns don't necessarily have to be grand; it can be just a small talk or even a
presentation in the public. These ‘go green campaigns’ can also include limited usage of
plastic. For example, in a country such as South Korea, the supermarkets do not provide
customers with plastics bags. Instead, they came up with an idea of reusing boxes. To explain,
whenever supermarkets get supplies, there will be boxes that are used to transport the goods.
This can also impact the younger generation as people often say that children often learn from
their parents’ behaviour. However, we should also lend a hand in doing so by educating the
younger generations to practise a greener lifestyle. Abraham Lincoln once said that we need
to teach the children so it will not be necessary to teach the adults. By adding this topic into
their syllabus, we can create future adults that are more responsible easily. This is because it
is easier to make it a habit when you are young rather than changing a habit after you grow
up and it often lasts longer. Thus it can be said without contradiction that these sorts of

education can help slowing down climate change which eventually can prevent extinction of
our fellow community members.
In conclusion, climate change might not sound so destructive but in fact it will be as
destructive as a nuclear bomb if we look at it on a long term scale. Even now, the earth is
already in a critical status. However, it's always better late than never as we can at least protect
what we have now and reduce the consequences of it. Thus I hope my speech has helped in
dealing with change climate change. This is all from me today and thank you once again for
lending me your ears.

